
 

Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitations of Liabilities 
Any information contained herein is based on the manufacturer’s standard procedures in use at the time of publication.  Any 
specifications, test values and other data is solely preliminary information and not guaranteed. Actual results may differ during 
field use. Neither manufacturer nor seller will be responsible whatsoever for any losses or damages resulting from the use or 
reliance upon any information set forth herein. 

It is solely the responsibility of the product user to determine the safe conditions for use of the products referred to herein. Use 
of any products by a user is at the user’s sole risk.  

To the maximum extent permitted by law, manufacturer and seller specifically disclaim all warranties including implied 
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION BROCHURE 

E*STAR Pronto Connector is an assembly of two 
connectors with an interconnecting wire, used for 
connection of branches to the firing lines without the 
need of wire separation, stripping and joining.  
To make the connection simply attach one connector 
to the branch bus wire and the other to the firing line 
bus wire. Connector can also repair a severed or 
damaged detonator leg wire.  
Supplied in three versions Standard, HD and Tunnel. 

 

BENEFITS 
§ Easy branch connection 

§ Easily repair damaged detonator wires 

§ No need for wire strippers or knives for connection 

§ Grease filled connectors ensure a water resistant tight seal 

 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
Wires material and length Copper  15 cm 

Temperature range for application -30 °C +60 °C 

Connection possibilities:  

Standard Pronto Connector 0.8 mm Cu Austin Standard Duplex Bus-line and 0.6 mm 
CCS E*STAR Standard detonator wires 

HD Pronto Connector 0.8 mm Cu Austin HD Duplex Bus-line and 0.6 mm CCS 
E*STAR HD detonator wires 

Tunnel Pronto Connector 0.6 mm Cu Austin Tunnel Duplex Bus-line and 0.6 mm FeZn 
E*STAR Tunnel detonator wires 

Packaging: Cardboard carton of outer dimension 440x274x345 mm; 250 unit per carton. 
 


